Nursing Program Uniform of the Day

You are representing yourself and the program at all times and should be attired professionally with clean, pressed uniforms, hair combed, hair secured as required.

N55 M/S Lecture/Skills: Hunter Green Scrubs, name tag, and athletic shoes.

N55, N60A/B/C, N51, N51 Hospital Research: Polo shirt (Black or Gold/Gray) and khaki colored pants, name tag, and athletic shoes. No athletic shoes in the hospital.

N51, N52, N60A Lecture/Skills: Navy Blue scrubs, name tag, and athletic shoes.

N55, N60A/B/C, N51, N51 Clinical: White Uniform top with patch and Black pants. Please note these uniforms including long sleeve shirts and shoes are not to be worn anywhere after clinical for infection control purposes.

N53 MH Only Lecture/Skills: Chabot T shirt, Nursing Vest or Class Sweatshirt, name tag, athletic shoes.

Clinical: MH Clinical Days Clinical Days: Polo Shirt (Black, Gray or Gold) and khaki colored pants, name tag, and black shoes. Vest is optional

Skills lab: Hunter Green (C2023)/ Navy Blue (C2022) scrubs or Lab coat, polo shirt (Black or Gray/Gold) and khaki colored pants, name tag, and athletic shoes.

*Students with shoulder-length or longer hair - Secure hair in bun and cover with a cap.

Simulation Lab: Hunter Green (C2023)/ Navy Blue scrubs (C2022), name tag, and athletic shoes.

Winter Outer Wear: This is your personal choice but must be removed when in the skills lab, lecture or clinical.

MS (N55, N60A/B/C): Medical Surgical
OB (N51): Obstetrics
PED (N52): Pediatrics
MH (N53): Mental Health
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